CARING FOR A LOVED ONE WHO MAY WANDER?

There are hundreds of families in Folsom who are caring for loved ones with autism, Alzheimer’s disease, dementia or other intellectual or developmental challenges that may make them prone to wander or have difficulty communicating with First Responders.

FOLSOM POLICE DEPARTMENT CAN HELP

The Folsom Police Department offers programs that can alert us to the location of your loved one if they wander away from you or alert us to your loved one’s medical concerns and help us to reassure them and keep them safe.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL 916-461-6516
PROJECT LIFESAVER

Project Lifesaver (PLS) is a free service that utilizes radio technology to help bring your loved one home quickly. Each PLS Client is provided a transmitter with an individualized frequency that they wear (usually as a bracelet). Should they wander away, Folsom Police use the client’s personalized radio frequency to locate them.

H.E.L.P.

By participating in the H.E.L.P. (Help Every Lost Person) program, caregivers annually provide Folsom Police Department with important information about their loved one and a current photo so that if they should go missing, all officers working at the time they go missing receive a photo and any important information they may need to help you be reunited.

VITALS AWARE SERVICES

Vitals Aware Services is a subscription service that allows clients to create profiles that share critical information about their loved ones with First Responders.

Through its partnership with Vitals Aware Services, Folsom Police and Fire Departments will see the provided profile information should they receive a call or encounter a Vitals Aware client carrying a Vitals Aware Beacon.